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The Foreign Exchange Committee (the "Committee')
includes representatives of major domesticand foreign
commercial and investment banks and foreign currency
brokers engaged in foreign currency trading in the
United States 8TheCommittee was formed in 1978 under
the sponsorship of the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York and acts as a channel of information among the foreign currency markets and the Federal Reserve and
other official institutions in the United States and abroad
The Committee regularly advises the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York on issues such as trading practices,
risk management, and the structure, volatility and liquidity of the foreign currencymarkets The Committee also
serves as a forum for the discussionof good practices
and technical issues in the foreigncurrencymarketsand
international money markets.

The institutions representedon the Committee have
been trading foreign currencies off—exchange in the
United States and around the world for years with the
understanding that such activity was not prohibited by
theUnited States Commodity Exchange Act (the"CEA')
8 See AppendixA for a list of the members of the Committee A
copy of the committee'sDocumentof Organization is attached as
Appendix B

9 7USC §1-26

A sudden and radical reversal of the regulatory regime
for such trades would drive the OTC foreign currency
markets out of the United States and would cripple the
United States foreign currency markets and markets

world—wide

Over—the—CounterMarkets in Foreign

Currrency Forwards and Options
The over-the-counter ("OTC") — or off—exchange—
foreigncurrencyforwardsand options markets are highly
evolved, sophisticatedand veryactive10 Trading is conducted twenty-four hours a day, with the trading day
starting in the Far East and ending in the United States,
and with exchange—rate quotations available worldwide
10 These foreign currency (also referred to as "foreign
exchange") markets are separate and distinct from the "contract
markets" on commodity exchanges designated by the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission(the "CFTc") for exchangetrading of
foreign currency futures and options Contract markets use
standardizedcontracts in a limited number of currencies, for all of
whichthe amount of currencyper contract, the date ofexpiration, the
means of delivery and other terms are standard and, with ihe
exception of price, not subject to negotiation between the parties By
using the term "forward" we do not intend to conclude that the
transactions at issue are forwards rather than futures Because the
term "forward" is used in the OTC market and in data sources
concerning this market, it is used here rather than the term"futures,"
whichwas adoptedby the DistrictCourt See Mem Op at 4, n 4
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on computer screens and personal telephone pagers
These markets are extremely sensitive to political and
financial developments around the world
Amongthe mostsignificant participants in the markets
are commercial and investment banks, foreign currency
brokeragecompanies, corporations, money managers,
such as pension and mutual fund managers, cash managers, insurance companies, governments, and central
banks

TheOTC foreign currencymarketsserve a number of
fundamental needs of governments and businesses
worldwide The Federal Reserve Bank of New York (on
behalf of the United States and foreign central banks),
foreign central banks and foreign governments regularly
intervene in the OTC markets to implement policies relating to their currencies In addition, the OTC marketsprovide businesses with access to international marketsfor
goods and services by providing the foreign currency
necessary for transactions worldwide
These liquid markets also assist international businessesfaced with the vagaries of global interest rate and
currency rate volatilityby providing a means of hedging
againstthe risk of an adverseexchange—ratemovement
OTC foreign currency forward or option contracts are
commonlyusedto hedge inventories or accountsreceivable or payable denominated in a particular currency"
Such contracts allow participantsto shift the risk of an
adverseexchange—ratemovement to acounterpartywilling to accept that risk and the concurrent potential
rewards
12

The OTC markets are uniquely capable of meeting
these varied needs because virtually every term of OTC
foreign currencyforwardor option agreements— unlike
their standardized exchange—traded counterparts —
can be negotiated by the parties Thatan OTC option can
be individuallytailored is a primary reason for the high
level of activity in the OTC currencymarkets
11 For exampie, a United States engineering firm may bid on an
industriai contract in itahan Lira today and "iock in' the price in U S
Doiiars by purchasing an option to set (or "put') Lira ai the time

payment on the contract is expected,thereby protecting itself if the
Lira losesvaiue in Doflars
12 The myriad functions served by the OTC currency markets
are complementary For exampie, parties empioy OTC foreign
currency forwards or options to hedge against the effects of
governmentai intervention, such as efforts to infiuence the exchange
rate of their currency against another currency Forwards or options
can aiso be used for specuiation on the effects of government
intervention, which increases the hquidity of the market, thus making it
easier for other participantsto hedge their risks See Committee on
Futures Regulation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York "The Evolving Regulatory Framework for Foreign Currency
Trading"at 21(1986) (hereafter "NYCBar Paper")
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I. Trading and Offset in the
OTC Foreign Currency Markets
Spot, forwardand optionOTC contracts on currencies
are bilateral agreements between principalsthat impose
binding deliveryobligations All of the principal terms of
such contracts, includingquanttty,exchange rate, credit
issues and maturity or expiration,are individuallynegotiated between the parties, based on each party's objectives and its assessment of its counterparty's credit

A spotcontractinvolvesa commitment by one party to
deliver a specified quantity of one currencyagainst the
other party's deliveryof a specified quantity of a second
currency,generally within two business daysof the date
of contract A forward contract is virtually identical to a
spot contract, except that the date fixed for delivery of
the underlyingcurrenciesis more than two days (and ts
generally between one week and two years) from the
date of the contract 13 An option on a currency provides
one party with the right, but not the obligation, to purchase (in the case of a "call" option) or sell (in the case
of a "put"option) a specified quantityof a givencurrency,
at a fixed exchangerate, at any time up to a stated expiration date or, in some cases, on such expiration date In
contrast to a spot or forward contract, which imposes
binding obligationson both parties, an option involves
the paymentof an up—front premium by the buyer and
imposesa binding deliveryor performance obligationon
the sellerof the option
Theobligationsimposedunder spot, forwardor option
contractsmay not be liquidatedor closed out prior to the
stateddeliveryor expiration date, except in the case of a
default by a counterpartyor by mutual agreement of the
parties The partiesto a spot, forwardor option contract
may agree to enter into a second offsetting transaction
with the same maturity, therebyfixing each party's profit
or loss on the first transaction In that event, however,
13 As stated in the NYC Bar Paperat 6
A foreign currencyforward is a biiaterai, executorycontract
between buyer and seiier in whichthe seiler agreesto deliver
to the buyer, at a future date, a specified amount of foreign
currency at a specified price Because they atiowthe parties
to the contract to secure a price today for currency to be
bought or sold in the future, foreign currency forwards, like
options and futures contracts, can be used to hedge various
foreign exchange exposures The need to hedge currency
exposures arises because of the voiatiiity of exchangerates

Such exposures include "transaction exposures," which
occur when an entity expects to receive payment or make
payment in a foreign currency in connection with any
transaction, and "translation exposures," which occur
because of certain accounting rules when an entity must
transiate its foreign-currencydenominated assets and
iiabiiities into domestic currency on its financial statements
(Footnote omitted)

each position must be maintained to maturity, the delivery obligations of the parties are not extinguished, and
delivery must occur in accordance with the terms of the
contract

As a matter of practice, the parties totwo or more spot,
forward or option contracts mayroutinelyagree to satisfy
their respective delivery obligations on a "net" basis
Such netting schemes reduce the risk that one party will
not be able to settle its payment obligations Bilateral
netting of foreign currency contracts has been recognized by the bank supervisors of the G—1 0countries as an
appropriate way for banksto manage risks and qualify for
lower capital requirements 16 Netting of delivery obligations also reduces transaction costs and protects eachof
the parties against the risk of counterparty bankruptcy by
assuring that a bankruptcytrustee will not be able to
cherry pick" by requiring performance under profitable
contracts while abandoning unprofitable contracts
Congress hasexpressly endorsed the development in
the OTC markets of risk—reduction techniques such as
netting arrangements The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation Act and the Bankruptcy Code were
amended to strengthen the enforceability of netting and
close—out provisions in financial Contracts17 Within the

last year, Congress further buttressed the enforceability
of both bilateral and multilateral netting arrangements in
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement

Act of 1991
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Acting upon the limited view of the scope of the
Treasury Amendment espoused by Dr Tauber and by
amid curiae, the Chicago Board of Trade and the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (the "Exchanges"), would
14 Netting may be effected under an agreement entered into
priorto the execution of any transaction or by a separate agreement
of the parties entered into subsequent to the date of the offsetting
contracts but prior to their maturity date in addition, the parties may
agreeeither to "payment netting' in whichpayments under a number
of open contracts are netted, or to "netting by novation, in whichau
contracts entered into for delivery of the same currencies on the
samedeiivery date are canceiledand repiaced by a singie contract
providing tor payment of a net amount of each currency invoived The
agreement between the parties may also providefor the iiquidation of
all open contracts and the netting of au amounts due upon the
occurrence of an eventof default
15 Bank for international Settlements, Baste, Switzeriand, 'Report
of the Committee on interbank Netting Schemes of the Central Banks
of the Group ofTen Countries" at 2-4 (Nov 1990)
16 See 12 C FR Part 208, Appendix A (1992)
17 12 U SC §1821(e)(8)(A)(iii) and 11 U SC §362, 546 and
548, respectively
18 12 U S C §4-401.44O7 See Patrikis and Wairaven, "The
Netting Provisions of the Federal Deposit insuranceCorporation
improvement Act of 1991," Xli Futures international Law Letter (May
1992) Mr Patrikis is the General Counsei of the Federal Reserve
Bank of NewYork

effectively cripplethe U S tradingmarkets in foreign currency If, as theyassert, only transactions in which "conveyance" occurs (Appellant's Brief at 12—13) or "where
title orownership is transferred or is expected to betransferred" (Exchange Brief at 10) are outside the CEA, a

broad range of foreign currency trades, including a
broad range of netted trades, could be illegal Such an
untenable result would disrupt the United States and
world—wide foreign currencymarkets, sap liquidityfrom
the markets, drive trading offshore, undermine the
world—wide recognition of the benefits of netting, risk
management and creditmanagementand go against the
clear intent of Congress in passing legislation that supports netting

Although the Exchanges argue that affirming the
District Court's opinion would vitiate Congress' findings

as to the importance of futures and options trading,
Congress, unlike the Exchanges (see, e g, Exchange
Brief at 1-2), drew a distinction between foreign currencies on the one hand, and nearly all other commodities
on the other, when deciding on the appropriate regulatory treatment The existence and growth of the OTC foreigncurrencymarkets have been of national benefit, and
in 1974 and since then, Congress has recognized the
markets' importance, as well as their ability to function
properly without being subjectto the CEA and the standardization requirements associated with exchange
trading

Ii. The Developmentand Significanceof the Markets
Before 1974, OTC transactions in foreign currency forwards were commonplace 19 The Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, for example, used OTC forward transactions before 1974 as a means of Intervening in currency
markets on behalf of the United States Departmentof the

Treasury, the Federal Reserve and foreign central
banks 20 After 1974, an OTC market in currency options
contracts developedamong banks in London By 1981,
banks in the United States begantradingin options contracts, and since that time, the domestic OTC currency
options markets have grown dramatically 21

The global significance of these markets and the full
scope of activity in this countryis evident from a study
19 H Grubei, Foreign Exchange, Speculation, and the
InternationalFlowofCapital (1966)
20 Coombs, "Treasury and Federai Reserve Foreign Exchange
Operations," Federal Reserve Bank of NewYork, 44 Monthly Review
131, 133-38(1962)
21 Exchange-trading of toreign currency options did not negin
untii 1982 See J Walker, How the Options Markets Work, at 164
(1991)
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conducted by the Bank for International Settlements
("BIS") in Basle, Switzerland (the central bankers
bank') According to the BIS, in 1989 the gross average
forwards in twenty—one
daily turnover in foreign currency
countries was $28 billion 22 The same study showed that
the average daily turnover of currency options was $22
billion, of which half was in the United States Japan, the
United Kingdom and France also accounted for significant portions of this turnover The BIS noted that "[t]he
great bulk of currency options written or purchased by
banks •are over—the—counter instruments, with
exchange—traded
options amounting to a small portion of
the total " Id at 5 Exchange—traded futures operations
were of limited importance [e]ven in the United States,
where the most active futures markets are located, transactions in currency futures accounted for only about 5%
of forward operations Id The BIS concluded that the
growth in the importance of foreign currency derivative
products(such as OTC forwards and options), as wellas
the growth in the range of currencies traded, demonstrates the increased sophistication of both bank and
non—bank participants in foreign exchange markets and
the greater integration of financial markets "Id at 9
Some indication of the size of the OTC currency forwardsand options markets in the United States alone23 is
given by data submitted by major market participants to
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York2" Average daily
turnover in the OTC foreign currency forwards and
options markets as reflected in the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York's triennial studiesfrom 1977 to 1989 is set
forth in the table below In 1989, the reported average
daily turnover in the United States in the OTC foreign currency forwards and options markets was $6 17 billion
and $5 10 billion, respectively
22 Bank for international Settlements, Baste, Switzerland,
25

"Survey of Foreign Exchange Market Activity' at 12 (Feb 1990)

23 This data do not reflect trades booked by U S market
participants in other trading centers suchas London, Singapore arid
Tokyo The Uniied States may not be the major booking center for
many of these U S institutions
24 Since 1977, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has
conducted triennial surveys of turnover in the foreign currency
markets The surveys are votuntary and do not include all
participants, therefore ii is iikeiy that they significantly understaie the
volume of trading Data from the most recent survey, conducted in
1992, will be pubiished this fail The data set forth in the table in the
text were taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York Foreign
Exchange Turnover Surveys (July12, 1977, June23, 1980 Sept 7.
1983, Aug 20, 1986, and Sept 13, 1989) OTC foreign currency
options were not included in the Surveys until 1986

25 Federai Reserve Bank of New York, Foreign Exchange

TurnoverSurvey, Sept 13, 1989 The daia represent oriiy the average
doflar amount traded each day, and thus reflect the flow ot

transactions. raiher Ihan the total dollar amount of transactions
outstanding Anecdotal evidence suggests thai several triflion dollars
of foreign currency forwards arid options transactionsare
outstanding
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Moreover, the global OTC markets for foreign currency forwards and options have evolved — and continue to evolve — in a constructive, responsible fashion
TheCommittee, for example, devotes substantial effort to
the identification and recommendation of better practices See, e g , The Foreign Exchange Committee, 1991
Annual Report, at 5-6 (discussing, inter a/ia, historical
rate rollovers, the use of points in the brokered foreign
currency markets and dispute resolution), The Foreign
Exchange Committee, 1990 Annual Report, at 4-6 (discussing, inter a/ia, the use of confirmation practices)
Affirming the decision of the District Court will allow this
evolution to continue

Dr Tauber and the Exchanges ignorethe domestic and
global Importance of the OTC foreign currency forward
and options markets and the fact that much of the tradtng

in these markets crosses national borders (and thereby
facilitates trade among countrtes) Prohibiting an importantsegment of the world—wide OTC foreign currency markets from operating in this country and discouraging U S
persons from participating in the OTC foreign currency
markets would result in extraordinary costs and would
damage the United States' ability to compete as a world
financial center If the legitimate needs of commerce cannot be served by the OTC markets in the United States,
those needs wtII no doubt be met by other financial centers to the significant detriment of the United States

Argument
Under any interpretation of the Treasury Amendment
and existing precedent, the decision of the District Court
must be affirmed The plain language of the Treasury
Amendment and the structure of the CEA mandate the

conclusion that all of the forward and option contracts
between Salomon Forex and Dr Tauber are enforceable
and not subjectto the CEA Even if the language and
structure of the statute are ignored, the option contracts
in question are excluded from the CEA because they
were exercised, and Dr Tauber is a sophisticated institutional investor whose trading is excluded under the

CFTC's interpretation of the Treasury Amendment
Moreover, Salomon Forex is not a "board of trade for
purposes of the CEA and cannot be construed as such
I.

The Plain Languageof theTreasury
AmendmentMandates a Broad
TransactionalExclusion From theCEA.
The plain language of the Treasury Amendment
excludes from the CEA all off—exchange foreign currency
transactions, without regard to their nature or the character of their participants Mem. Op. at 12 TheTreasury
Amendment plainly states
[njothing in this [Act] shall be deemed to govern or
in any way be applicableto transactions in foreign
unless such transactions involve the
currency
sale thereof for future delivery conducted on a
boardoftrade 7USC §2
Unless a foreign currencytransaction is both for future
delivery and occurs on a board of trade, it is excluded
from the CEA and consequently from the jurisdiction of

the CFTC
A court must find the plain meaning of a statute conclusive except in those rare cases in which substantial
unambiguous evidence supports a contrary interpretation See Griffin v Oceanic Contractors, mc, 458 U S
564, 571 (1982); Matala v Consolidation Coal Co. 647
F 2d 427, 429—30 (4th Cir 1951). See also Ford Motor
Credit Co v. Cenance,452U S. 155, 158 n.3 (1981). The
District Court correctly determined that "the Treasury
Amendment's plain language is not qualified in any
"Mem. Op. at 13. Nowheredoesthe statute
respect
limit the exclusion according to the nature of the transaction or participants, or whether or not the participants
make or take delivery of the currency Moreover,thereis

no clear and substantial evidence that Congress
intended any such limitation. This Court must therefore
find that each of the foreign currency transactions
between Salomon Forex and Dr. Tauber were excluded
fromthe CEA See In re ForfeitureHearing as to Cap/in &
Drysdale, 837 F 2d 637, 641 (4th Cir, 1988)

A. The Language of theTreasury Amendment
Excludes All Transactionsin ForeignCurrency.
A contract providing the right to receive foreign currency (or the obligation to deliver currency) is a "trans-

action in foreign currency" Whether the transaction is a
spot, forward, or option contract, if it provides the right to
obtainforeign currency, it is a transaction in foreign cur-

rency The District Court, refusing to find ambiguity
where none exists, accepted this plain meaning of the
TreasuryAmendment and concluded that further inquiry
was not required Mem Op at 13
Dr Tauber and the Exchanges erroneously assert that
foreign currency transactions that do not necessarily
result "in" delivery of currencyare not transactions in foreign currency, but merely involve foreign currency and
are therefore subjectto the CEA As support for this distinction, Dr Tauber and the Exchanges rely on two
cases whichheldthat the Treasury Amendmenthaslimitations when applied to the marketing of currency
options to the general public and not to sophisticated
institutional investors such as Tauber See CFTC v
American Board of Trade, Inc, 473 F Supp 11 77
(S D N Y. 1979), aff'd, 803 F 2d 1242 (2d Cir 1986),
CFTC v Sterling Capital Co, [1980 — 1982 Decisions]
Comm Fut L Rep (CCH) ¶1 21,169 (ND Ga 1981),
màdified on other grounds, [1980 - 1982 Decisions]
Comm Fut L Rep (CCH) ¶ 21,170 (ND Ga 1981)27
No reliance whatsoever can be placed on this mean-

ingless distinction "In" and "involve" are defined,
respectively, as "indicat[ing] inclusion" and "include"
See Webster's Ninth NewCollegiate Dictionary 607, 637
(1986) Had Congress used the word "involve" rather
26 Dr Tauber also reiies on dicta in chicago Board of Trade v
SEC, 677 F 2d 1137. 1155, n 34 (7thCir 1982), vacated as moot, 459
U S 1026 (1982). even though the Court speciticaiiynoted it was
drawing "no conciusion" as to whether the Treasury Amendment
affected CFTC jurisdiction overoptions onforeigncurrency
27 Both of those cases invoived enforcement actions by the
CFTC, riot an attempt by art active, sophisticated and weaithy trader
in foreign currency to use the statute as adefense to the enforcement
of his contractuai obligations The AmericanBoard of Trade and
Sterling courts strayed from the plain language of the Treasury
Amendmentin an attempt to protect a pubiic they perceived as
unsophisticated and vuinerable to boiler room operators There is no
evidence, however, that foreign currency products currently are
being marketed to the general pubiic, by boiier room operators or
otherwise if there is a need to address on the federal level the
protection of the generai pubiic in the context of the foreign currency
market, that is a matter best addressed by Congress. which would
have the benefit of the advice of the Treasury Department,the
Federal Reserve System arid all supervisory and regulatory agencies
with an interest in the market See United Slates v Ron Pair
Enlerpnses, mc, 489 U S 235, 241 (1989) ("the sole function of the
courts is to enforce [the statute] accordingto its terms") (quoting
camineui v United Stales, 242U S 470, 485 (1917))
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than "in," the meaning of the TreasuryAmendment would
not change one iota, and Dr Tauber would arguethat his
transactions did not "involve' foreign currency, for the
very reasons he now argues that they are not transactions in foreign currency See Appellant's Brief at 14—20,
Exchange Brief at 9—11
Moreover, as the District Court found, the CEA's leg-

islative history "reveals no clear and unambiguous
sufficient to warrant
expression of legislative intent
the
rejecting
plain, unambiguous, ordinary meaning of
the statutory language "Mem Op at 15 Thecourt's finding that the Treasury Amendment is a broad exclusion is
consistent with the opinion of the Treasury Department,
which considers the Treasury Amendment a "transactional exemption" upon which there is no limitation
28

In 1974 the Treasury Department urged (and
Congress provided)that foreign currency trading be
excluded from the jurisdiction of the CFTC The Treasury
Department sought to ensure that the amended CEA
(which included foreign curency within its expanded
definition of "commodity") would not interfere with or otherwise impact any transaction in the foreign currency
markets except when trading occurred on a regulated
futures exchange In its letter to Congress, which
prompted the Amendment, the Treasury wrote
The Departmentfeelsstrongly thatforeigncurrency
futures trading, other than on organized

exchanges, should not be regulated by [the
CFTC]
Moreover, the Treasury Amendment was intended to
exclude from the CFTC's jurisdiction a wide variety of

transactions in the instrumentsdescribed in the
Amendment
•

[T]he Departmentis concerned that the language of
the billsis broad enough to subjectto regulation [by
the CFTC] a wide variety of transactions involving
financial instruments, such as puts and calls, war-

Federal National MortgageAssociation mortgage
purchase commitments, futures trading in mortgages contemplated by Federal Home Loan
{W]e do not believe
Mortgage Corporation, etc
it is contemplated that the billsshould regulatetransactions in financial instruments ofthat nature

The Treasury Department suggested an amendment
stating that [n]othtng in this Act shall be deemed to govId
ern
transactions in foreign currency
Congress adopted the Treasury Department's proposed language As the Senate Report explained
[T]he [Senate] Committee included [the Treasury
Amendment] to clarify that the provisions of the bill
are not applicableto trading in foreign currencies
unless such trading is conducted on a formally
organized futures exchange A great deal of the
trading in foreign currency in the United States is
carried out through an informal network of banks
and tellers [sic] The [Senate] Committee believes
that this market is more properly supervised by the
bank regulatory agenciesand that, therefore, regulation underthis legislation is unnecessary32
TheTreasury Department and Congress clearly envisioned that "transactions in" would be accorded its ordinary meaning and that the Amendment would govern a
wide range of foreign currencytransactions

B. The Structure of the CEA as a Whole Mandates a
Broad Exclusion of Foreign CurrencyTrading.
Dr Tauber urges this Court to read the Treasury
Amendment in a way that deprives it of anymeaning He

contends that the Treasury Amendment was meant to
exclude only spot contracts and forward contracts for
whichdelivery occurs Appellant's Brief at 12—14, 27—29
Likewise,the Exchanges assert (withoutsupport) thatthe
CEA excludes only those "transactions where title or
ownership is transferred or is expected to be transferred"

rants, rights, resale of installment loan contracts,

(i e , only spot and some forward transactions)

28 Letter from Charles 0 Sethness, Assistant Secretary,
Department of Domestic Finance, Department of the Treasury, to

Provisions of the CEA not in dispute here exclude from
the jurisdiction of the CFTC spotand forward contracts in
all commodities, including foreign currency Forwards
are excluded fromthe CEA by the "cash forward contract

repurchase options in Government securities,

Susan M Phiflips, Chairman, CFTC (May 5, 1986) (responding to the
CFTC's request for comments on its proposed interpretation of the
Treasury Amendment)
29 if a foreign currency trade in the united States or invoiving
one or more U S parties is not excluded from the CEA under the
Treasury Amendment, does not trade on an exchange or is not
subiect to some other exemption or exciusion from the CEA, it is
uriiawful 7 U S c
6(a), 6c
30 S Rep No 1131, 93rd Cong, 2d Sess (1974), reprinted in,
1974 U S Code cong & Admin News 5843, at 5887

§
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Exchange Brief at 10 This argument makes nonsense of
the statute

exclusion,"33and spot transactions are excluded

Id at 5889(emphasis added)
32 Id at 5863(emphasis added)
33 "The term 'future delivery' shail not inciude any sate of any
cashcommodity for deferred shipment or detivery"7 U S C 2
31

because they do not involve future delivery of a commodity Therefore, unless the Treasury Amendment is to
be deemedwholly superfluous, it must be interpreted to
excludefrom the CEA transactions other than spot and
forward trades over which the CFTC has no jurisdiction
See generallyMatala, 647 F 2d at 429

A basic canon of statutory construction requiresthat
Congress be "presumedto have used no superfluous

and that a statute be given effect as a whole
Plattv Union PacificR R Co,99US 48,58(1878) See
Matala, 647 F 2d at 429 (citing UnitedStates v Snider,
502 F 2d 645, 652(4th Cir 1974)) To preservethe meaning of the Treasury Amendment, it must be read as a
broad exclusion for all types of foreigncurrencytransactions
words

Congressknewthat "transactions in foreign currency"
would include transactions calling for future deliveryof
foreigncurrency, as well as transactions used for hedging that would not necessarily result in actual delivery
The Treasury Department wrote
The Department feels strongly that foreigncurrency

futures trading, other than on organized
exchanges, should not be regulated by [the

CFTC] Thisdealer market, which consistsprimarily of the large banks, has proved highly efficient in
serving the needsof international businessin hedging the risks that stem from foreign exchange rate
movements
Moreover, if "transactions in foreigncurrency"referred
only to the actual exchange of the underlyingcurrencies
in spot or forward transactions, then the clause "unless
such transactions involve the sale thereof for future delivery on a board of trade" wouldbe superfluous Spot contracts do not involve future delivery, and forward contracts are not traded on boards of trade, so the "transactions
for future delivery on a board of trade" cannot
reasonably be expectedtoapply toeither spotor forward
contracts See ChicagoBoard of Trade v SEC, 677 F 2d
1137, 1179 (7th Cir 1982) (Cudahy, J , dissenting),
vacatedas moot, 459 u.s 1026 (1982)

Contraryto case law, Dr Tauberwould have this Court
render meaningless the proviso for "transactions
for
futuredeliveryon a boardoftrade "See, e.g, Appellant's
Brief at 12—14, 25—27 In Abramsv Oppenheimer Gov't
Sec, mc, 589 F Supp. 4, 7 (N.D III 1983), aff'd, 737
34 S Rep No

1974

us

added)

1131, 93rd Cong, 2d Sess (1974), reprinted in,
code Cong & Admin News 5843, at 5887-88 (emphasis

F 2d 582, 589—593 (7th Cir 1984), the District Court and
the Seventh Circuit found that the fundamental question
with respect to the scope of the Treasury Amendment
was the "unless" clause and whetheror not the contracts
weretraded on an exchange Thered herrings of "actual
delivery"and the meaning of in were not the determinative issues in interpreting the scope of the Treasury
Amendment See Abrams, 589 F Supp at 7, Abrams,
737 F.2d at 590 (GNMA forward contract excluded
because it was a transaction in governmentsecurities
not traded on an exchange)

C. Option Transactions In Foreign Currency Are
Excluded by the Treasury Amendment.
The plain meaning of the Treasury Amendment
appliesequallyto foreign currencyoptions Options give
the right to purchase or sell foreign currency, and are
thus "transactions in foreign currency"because 'foreign
currency is the actual subject matter" of the äontract
Mem Op at 18 Thelack of an obligation to exercisethe
option and thus cause deliveryof the currencydoes not
changethe subjectmatter ofthe optionor make it a transaction in something other than foreign currency
Dr Tauberargues,however, that in settling his options
by offsetting contracts there was no deliveryof foreign
currencyand thus, in his view, the optionwas not a transaction in foreign currency This argumentfundamentally
misstates the facts and the law As the District Court
noted (Mem Op 17—18), the options contracts, like forward contracts, required delivery of currency, which
obligation often was satisfied by offset because it was a
moreconvenient methodof settlement Thepartiescould
have settled by deliveryof the currencywithoutoffset or
netting, and would have been required to do so absent
an agreementto offset That theychose not to do so was
of no legal significance See Board of Trade v Christie
Grain & Stock Go, 198 U S 236, 248 (1905) (set—off has
the legal effect of a delivery), CFTC Statutory
Interpretation ConcerningForward Transactions, 55 Fed
Reg. 39,188, 39,189 (1990) (if the contract by its terms
requires delivery,subsequentagreement to settle by off35 A 1978 Senate Report concerning futures in Government
securities emphasized that whether or not a transactionwas
conducted on an exchangewas the critical issuewith respect to the
Treasury Amendment
When the 1974 amendment was being considered by congress,
the Treasury recommended that the rn/a of the CFTC with respect to

Government Securities be limited to futures contracts sold on
organizedexchanges Congress adoptedthis recommendation
S Rep No 850, 95th cong. 2d Sess (1978), reprinted in, 1978
U s code cong & Admin News 2087, 2135(emphasis added) See
BoardofTrade. 677 F 2d at 1178(cudahy, J , dissenting)
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set does not alter the nature of the original contract)
Moreover, in endorsing netting and set—off provisions in
other contexts, Congress has recognizedthat delivery is
not a necessary element of these transactions See,
supra, p 7-8
For the same reasons, an option transaction is a transaction in foreign currencywhetheror not the option is exercised The holder of the option maynot exercise theoption
(for economic or otherreasons), but until he lets theoption

expire he has the legal right to demand delivery37To hold
otherwise creates the impractical result that (absent an
applicableexemption) the legalityofan option mustawait
its exercise If delivery determines whethera transaction is
excludedorexempt fromthe CEA, then in many cases one
could not determine whether the forward or option was
sold legally until afterthe exercise date of the option or the
deliveryof the commodity (which might occur six months
or a year or more after the purchaseor sale of the forward
or option) This is a commercially unacceptable result
Such a result would also create substantial and unacceptable systemic risk for the foreign currency markets
and market participants As a practical matter, the purchasers of options and forwards cannotpredictat thetime
of purchase whether or not exercise or deliveryofthe commoditywill actually take place Indeed, one of the fundamental reasons for forwards and options is to provide

36 The Tax court also has recognized that the use of setoff to
settle a foreign currencycontract does not alter the underlying nature
of the transactions The Tax courtstated
[t]he most common methodof settling a forward sale contract
has traditionally been to enter into a purchasecontractand to
offset the contractual obligations to sell and purchase Offset
of the contractual obligationsby the seller has beenheld to be

dehvery under the sale contract satisfying the sale or
exchange requirement on the date the contract is settled

(Citations omitted)
Hoover Co v Commissioner, 72T C 206, 249-50(1979)
37 The holder of an option anticipates and intends the exercise
of the option (and delivery of the currency) if it is "in the money,"in
other words, if the option has intrinsic value Whether there will be
such value will depend on movements in the price of the currency
fromthe purchase date of the option, which are unpredictable at the
time of purchase Moreover, only optionsthat are "in the money" and
thus worth exercising will provide an occasion for non-performance
and consequent action for breach, and in au such cases there is a
right to demanddelivery absentoffsetby mutual consent
38 See, e , the CFTC's trade option exemption whichprovides
[The ban on off-exchange options as set forth in 170 F R
§32 2(b)] shall not apply to a commodity option offered by a
personwhich has a reasonable basisto believethat the option
is offeredto a producer,processor, or commercial user of, or a
merchant handling, the commodity which is the subject of the
commodity option transaction, or the products or by-products
thereof, and that such producer, processor,commercial user

g

or merchant is offered or enters into the commodity option
transaction soleiyfor purposesrelatedto its business as such
17CFR §324(a)
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assurance against unknown risks or unpredictable needs
for foreign currency

The District Courtcorrectly recognized, however, that
it was not necessary to distinguish between exercised
and unexercised options in order to decide this case
Because the options were exercised in this case, the
options were "transactions in" foreign currency even
under the American Board of Trade theory, and hence
are excluded from the CEA See American Board of
Trade, 803 F 2d at 1248 (a foreign currency option is a
"transaction in" foreign currencywhen exercised)
D. Applicationof a "Sophisticated Institutional

Investor" Standard Requires Affirmance.

Notwithstanding the plain language and structure of
the statute (and the opinionof the Treasury Department),
the CFTC in 1985 issued a Statutory Interpretation suggesting that the Treasury Amendment encompasses
only transactions among and between banks and other
sophisticated, informed institutional investors, and was
inapplicableto transactions with the general public 4°The
CFTC received numerous comments noting that its interpretation was a clear deviationfromthe languageof the
statute The Treasury Department, for example, wrote
that the CFTC's interpretationwas "not consistent with
the plain language of the statute
In this case,whetheror not sucha requirement exists is
immaterial as both participants in thetransactions at issue
are sophisticated institutional investors The DistrictCourt
found that since 1981 Dr Tauberhas engaged in billions
of dollars of foreign currency trading, his wholly-owned
trading companyowneda seaton the nation's largest foreign currency options exchange, he monitored the markets from terminals in his home and elsewhere, he maintained foreignbank accounts, and he had a net worth esti-

mated at $500 million Mem Op at 3—4 In short,
Dr Tauberis a sophisticated institutionalinvestor

39 For this reason, as well as adherence to the plain meaning of
the statute, this Court should reject the reasoning of those courts that
have differentiated between exercised and unexercised options in
applyingthe Treasury Amendment See American Boardof Trade, 803
F 2d at 1248, Sterling, supra, at 24,784 See also, supra, p 15-17
40
Statutory interpretation, Trading in Foreign Currencies
for Future Delivery, 50 Fed Reg 42,983 (1985)
41 See. e g, ietter from John J conheeney, Chairman, Merrill
Lynch Futures Inc and John W Ward, Chairman, Merriii Lynch
international Bank, to Office of the Secretariat, CFTC at 2 (Dec 23,
1985), letter from the General Counsel, Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System to the General Counsei, CFTC (Mar 5, 1986),
and letter from John F Lee, Executive Vice President, NewYork
Clearing House, to Office of the Secretariat, CFTC (Jan 16, 1986)
42 Letter from Charles 0 Sethness, Assistant Secretary,
Departmentof Domestic Finance, Department of the Treasury,to
Susan M Phillips, Chairman, CFTC (May5, 1986)
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II.

Salomon Forex Is Not a "Board of Trade."

A finding that Salomon Forex is a 'board of trade'
withinthe meaningoftheCEA would render the Treasury
Amendment meaningless becauseit wouldsweep under
the CEA and render unlawful virtually all OTC foreigncurrencytransactions by simplycharacterizingthem as conducted on an "undesignated board of trade

"

The Court, however, must presume that Congress
intendedthe Treasury Amendment to have meaning and
that it used words according to their ordinarymeaning
unless a different use is clearly indicated•' Matala, 647
F 2d at 429 The ordinarymeaningof "board of trade" is
"a commoditiesexchange." See Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary 164 (1986) Unless this Court is willingtofindthat eachOTC foreigncurrencydealerand broker is a boardoftrade, and that the Treasury Amendment
is a meaningless appendage,this Court must conclude
that Salomon Forex is not a boardof trade
Legislative historysupports this view Throughout the
CEA's legislative history, "board of trade" is consistently
referred to as an 'organized exchange," and Congress
clearly intended that the CFTC's authority was to be
restricted accordingly In its letter to Congresswhich
prompted the Treasury Amendment, the Treasury

"

Department wrote
[T]he provisions of the bills do not clearly indicatethat
the [CFTC's] authority would be limited to the regulation of
futures trading on organized exchanges, and would not
extend to futures trading in foreign currencies off orga-

nized exchanges
The Department feels strongly that
foreign currencyfutures trading,other than on organized
exchanges, should not be regulated by the [CFTC]
Similarly, the Senate Committee on Agriculture and
Forestry described the Treasury Amendment as excluding currencytransactionsfrom CFTC jurisdiction unless
traded "on a formally organized futures exchange," as
distinguishedfrom the "informal network of banks and

tellers [sic]" through which most currency trading is
accomplished Id at 5863
Salomon Forex, a single legal entity that trades with
others in the foreign currencymarkets, is not a "board of
trade"for purposesoftheTreasury Amendment By insisting that board of trade should be construed to mean any
broker or dealer, Dr Tauber and the Exchanges again
attempt to gut the Treasury Amendment and deprive it of
anymeaning. Ontheir interpretation, every transaction for
future deliveryexecuted through a broker or by a dealer
would fall within the board of trade proviso, and the
Treasury Amendment wouldhaveno meaning at all
Conclusion
The OTC foreign currency markets are a critical element in the continueddevelopment and viability ofglobal
markets Given the tremendoussize and import of these
markets and the disruption that would be caused if they
were subject to the CEA, the Committee urges that this
Court affirm the decision of the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Virginia
Respectfully submitted,

David B Tulchin

43 Board of trade" is defined in the CEA as any exchangeor
association, whether incorporated or unincorporated, of persons who
shah be engagedin the business of buying or seiiing any commodity
or receiving the same for sale on consignment 7 U S C §2
44 Like the cases deaiing more generally with foreign currency
transactions, the "board of trade" cases turn on the participation of
the general public See CFTC v Co Petro Marketing Group, Inc.

680F 2d 573 (9thCir 1982) (gasoline broker operated as an
undesignated board of trade where it deceptively marketed futures
contracts to the general public through newspaperadvertisements,
private seminars, commissioned teiephone soiicitors,and various
other commissioned saies agents), in re Stovali, [1977- 1980
Decisions] Comm Fut L Rep (CCH) ¶120,941 (CFTC Dec 6, 1979)
(a bucket shop marketing to the general pubiic operated as a board
of trade), CFTC v National Coal Exchange, inc [1980 - 1982
Decisions] Comm Fut L Rep (CCH) ¶21,424, at 26,049-50 (WD
Tenn 1982) (a broker of coal was a "board of trade" where its saies
program was a "carefully contrived, but yet concerted, effort at
fraudulent inducement of nexpenenced members of the generai
public" and had au the characteristics of a "typicai boiier room
operation") See also CFTC interpretativeLetter No 77-12, [19771980 Decisions) Comm Fut L Rep (CCH) ¶20,467, at 21.912
(Aug 17, 1977) (in concludingthat the saleof GNMA forwardsdid not
appear subjectto CFTC regulation, the CFTC found the lack of pubiic
participationinthe transactions most compeiling)
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